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ABOUT THE
BOOK
There’s tons of information out there about
food and eating. In fact, more than sixty
percent of women and three-quarters of men
are considered obese or overweight in the
United States. So, if knowledge alone was all
we needed, none of us would have trouble
wrapping our minds around our food issues.
However, despite the plethora of nutritional
advice and God’s ample promises, few of us
have any idea what makes us tick with food.
Based on the premise that our weight is only
a symptom of our behavior and that people
who struggle with weight have no idea why
they do what they do, Find Your Weigh,
follows the author’s journey of journaling her
thoughts about food for a 50-day period. This
process helps readers uncover their true
expectations and assumptions about food.
Rather than focusing on the weight, Shellie
asks readers to explore their behavior and
allow God to uncover the beliefs that inform
that behavior.
Shellie’s book/bible study/video is practical,
encouraging and enlightening. All materials
reveal the common misconceptions we have
about food and show readers how to
implement God’s word and His promises in
practical ways. The material is approached
with the assumption that each person must
make choices and develop habits that are
tailor-fit for her, by her, but then it's only
through the empowerment of the Holy Spirit
that these habits will last.
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SYNOPSIS
Thoughts of weight are a daily companion for many of us and those
thoughts often come with feelings of hopelessness and lowered self-worth.
What’s more, people typically find themselves with little time or energy to
ever consider a life where weight is not a constant consideration. I know
how they feel because I felt the same way….for years.
Find Your Weigh is based on the premise that weight is really only a
symptom of our behavior with food and our behavior is fueled by what we
believe about it. It helps readers get to the bottom of their food issues
through journaling so they can finally figure out why they do what they do
and think what they think when it comes to food. Only then can they
actually come up with workable habits that actually fit into their lives, with
their schedules and into their realities.

The Find Your Weigh: Walk In Freedom Bible Study Guide is a 9-Session
Bible Study designed to lead you through a similar journey of discovery.
When used in conjunction with the book, Find Your Weigh, Shellie has
designed this study to reveal many of the common misconceptions we
have about food and to show you how to implement God’s word and His
promises to yield lasting change.
Through this study, you will learn that God’s Word does speak directly to
your need; that you can approach food with confidence and that God really
does care about your weight… Why? Because you care about it! And, He
wants to speak into your life in an authentic, personal way.
This approach actually calls God into the picture. Readers learn how God
desires to speak strength into your weakness with food. Find Your Weigh
reveals the excuses and mind blocks we commonly use with food and
provides a practical, Holy Spirit-empowered framework to develop new,
workable habits that the reader can actually see themselves following next
week, next month and next year!
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University, Alabama and an MA in Ministry
from Asia Pacific Theological Seminary.
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"Shellie Bowdoin has written a book that will change your thoughts on weight loss.
This is not a “diet” book but a personal journey that will encourage you in the area of
weight management. Shellie has combined practical principles, personal journaling
and biblical insight that will enable you to establish life habits that will bring positive
results in your health, weight and mindset. Shellie’s desire is to help others and this
book will accomplish that for many. I wholeheartedly recommend it."
Debbie Cole
Host of the video series “Off-Script with Debbie” and Alongside Facilitator for the Northwest Ministry
Network of the Assemblies of God

"As someone who knows the bondage of food and finding your worth in a number
on the scale, Find Your Weigh was a breath of fresh air! Learning to really
understand our thoughts around food is so important to healing that relationship,
and Shellie outlines how to do it in an easy and practical way, rooted in Biblical
truth. A must-read for anyone who struggles with food - which is all of us!"
Taylor Kiser
Blogger at FoodFaithFitness.com

"What a refreshing and biblical look at our struggle with weight! Shellie brings
hope and practicality to this health journey. The companion study guide adds an
opportunity to take a deeper look into ourselves and provides guidelines with
accompanying scriptures; helping us make changes in our thought life and choices
about food. Shellie outlines powerfully how we can “Find our Weigh."
Sandra Mundis
Women’s global networker serving alongside her husband Greg, executive director of
Assemblies of God World Missions.

"Are you tired of being on a dieting roller coaster? Are you looking for freedom
from the condemnation and frustration of failing so many times? Then, “Find Your
Weigh” is just what you need. Shellie talks about allowing God to change your
mindset about food. It’s an incredible journey of freedom from the struggles
surrounding your weight and your self-image. I encourage you to dive in and let
God work through this incredible book and study."
Becca Ketterling
Women’s Pastor, River Valley Church.
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TALKING POINTS FOR BOOK
Why did you write this book?
How does your book approach weight loss and management differently
than people may be used to?
You initially wrote a self-help book and then, you changed it to its
current form, which is a book & video Bible study series. Why did you
feel the need to change it?
Why do you think women often keep God at the sidelines of their
weight struggle?
Why is the mind piece the key to walking in freedom over food?
Can the book stand alone without the Bible study?
What does the Bible study add?
Notable Quotes From Find Your Weigh
"If you really want to win over your weight, take the "finish line" out of
your thinking."
"The scale can only register your weight. It does not display your
integrity, confidence, or self-worth. Only you can do that."
"Dieting attaches a negative concept to food by labeling and
categorizing it as good or bad."
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BIBLE STUDY VIDEO LINKS
All Videos Will Be Free on YouTube from Launch Date

Promotional Video
Bible Study Trailer
Opening Session Video
Remaining 8 Sessions On Youtube
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